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Comment on “Entropy of Classical Systems
with Long-Range Interactions ”
In a recent letter [1], T.M. Rocha Filho and coworkers
address the very interesting issue of the entropic form to
be used for Hamiltonians with long-range interactions.
In our opinion the letter misses several points which are
of fundamental importance. Moreover it contains several
statements which are not correct as explained below.
First of all, contrary to several statements in [1], the
generalization of standard statistics [2] is neither “mean-
ingless and may lead to wrong conclusions” nor “lim-
ited in scope”. Actually, it has proved to be very use-
ful in a variety of physical situations and many other
applications beyond physics [3]. Standard Boltzmann-
Gibbs (BG) statistical mechanics is for sure limited to
equilibrium situations where all the possible microstates
are equally probable. On the other hand, nonextensive
statistics represents one possible generalization for those
frequent situations where this is not true. Moreover, al-
though the form and extensivity of the entropy are ad-
dressed in [1], the authors ignore results [4] centrally rel-
evant to precisely these questions. Finally, the criticisms
cited in Refs. [13,14] of [1] have since long been replied
in [5]. Coming back now to the more specific argument
of long-range Hamiltonian systems discussed in [1], the
authors do not focus on the main situations where nonex-
tensive statistics has been applied, i.e. on the nonhomo-
geneous quasi-stationary states found in these systems
and more specifically on the Hamiltonian Mean Field
(HMF) model [6]. In [1] in fact the homogenity of the
quasi-stationary state is always a-priori assumed together
with an equiprobability of microstates. At variance, the
numerical evidence [6-8] indicates a strong hierarchical
microscopic structure (very sensitive to the initial con-
ditions) which can also be interpreted within a glassy-
like formalism [7]. In a very recent paper by Morita
and Kaneko [9], a metastable collective oscillation beyond
Vlasov analysis has also been observed. These facts, to-
gether with the crucial importance of the neglected finite-
size effects, invalidates the general conclusions of [1]. In
[6] it has been clearly shown that the generalized statis-
tics allows to predict, in a quantitative way and within
a coherent frame, the q-exponential decay of the veloc-
ity correlation functions and the anomalous diffusion ob-
served. This is true also for a generalized version of the
model [10], for several system sizes and many kind of
initial conditions. Homogeneous quasi-stationary states,
which have an almost exponential velocity correlation
function decay, can be also explained within this same
scenario as a particular case. In general the prediction
γ = 2/(3− q) for the anomalous diffusion coefficient has
been successfully verified [6]. Although further investi-
gation is needed, it is by now certain that the dynamical
anomalies observed in the HMF model and long-range
Hamiltonian systems go beyond the possible explanation
of standard statistical mechanics, and that a new kind of
kinetic theory is needed, as claimed also in [11]. General-
ized statistics offers a quite plausible perspective in this
direction. Let us finally summarize some of the relevant
statements made in [1] that are incorrect for the HMF
model: (i) In the limit N →∞ the interparticle correla-
tions are negligible is not always true for long-range inter-
actions and depends on the order of the limits; (ii) The
supposition that all microstates compatible with the given
constraints are equally probable is invalid, even for the mi-
crocanonical ensemble, for the quasi-stationary state in
the presence of long-range interactions for the physically
important case where t → ∞ after N → ∞; strong in-
dications of nonergodicity are available in the literature;
(iii) The BG entropy is then the correct form to be used
is trivially correct for N → ∞ after t → ∞, and clearly
wrong the other way around, since the distribution of ve-
locities is not Maxwellian in the quasi-stationary state.
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